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6.1 Introduction

The usefulness of formalisms for the description and the analysis of reactive systems
is closely related to the underlying notion of behavioral equivalence. Such an equiva-
lence should formally identify behaviors that are informally indistinguishable from each
other, and at the same time distinguish between behaviors that are informally different.

One way of determining behavioral equivalences is by observing the systems we
are interesting in, experimenting on them, and drawing conclusions about the behavior
of such systems based on what we see. We refer to this activity as testing. We then
consider a set of relevant observers (or tests) that interact with our systems; the tests
are carried out by human or by machine, in many different ways (i.e., by using various
means of interaction with the system being tested).

In this context, we may be interested in finding out whether two systems are equiva-
lent; for indeed two equivalent (sub)systems can then be replaced with each other with-
out affecting the overall functionality, and we may also want to compare the specifica-
tion of a system with its implementation to determine whether we actually implemented
what we wanted to implement. We could then create an equivalence relation between
systems, as follows: two systems are equivalent (with respect to the given tests) if they
pass exactly the same set of tests. Such an equivalence can be further broken down into
preorder relations on systems, i.e., relations that are reflexive and transitive (though
not necessarily symmetric).

Preorders are in general easier to deal with, and one can reconstruct an equivalence
relation by studying the preorder that generates it. Preorders are also more convenient—
indeed, more meaningful—than equivalences in comparing specifications and their im-
plementation: If two systems are found to be in a preorder relation with each other, then
one is the implementation of the other, in the sense that the implementation is able to
perform the same actions upon its computational environment as the other system (by
contrast with equivalences the implementation may be now able to perform more ac-
tions, but this is immaterial as far as the capacity to implement is concerned). Preorders
can thus be practically interpreted as implementation relations.

Recall from the first paragraph that we are interested in a formal approach to systems
and their preorders. We are thus not interested how this system is built, whether by
system we mean a reactive program or a protocol, they are all representable from a
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behavioral point of view by a common model. We shall refer to the behavior of a system
as a process, and we start this chapter by offering a formal definition for the notion of
process.

Depending on the degree of interaction with processes that we consider allowable,
many preorder relations can be defined, and many have been indeed defined. In this
chapter we survey the most prominent preorder relations over processes that have been
developed over time. We leave the task of actually using these preorders to subsequent
chapters.

Preorders are not created equal. Different preorders are given by varying the ability
of our tests to examine the processes we are interested in. For example we may restrict
our tests and only allow them to observe the processes, but we may also allow our tests
to interact with the process being observed in some other ways. By determining the
abilities of the tests we establish a testing scenario, under the form of a set of tests. By
varying the testing scenario—i. e., the capabilities of tests to extract information about
the process being tested—we end up with different preorders. We start with a generic
testing scenario, and then we vary it and get a whole bunch of preorders in return.

It is evident that one testing scenario could be able to extract more information about
processes (and thus to differentiate more between them). It is however not necessarily
true that more differentiation between processes is better, simply because for some par-
ticular application a higher degree of differentiation may be useless. It is also possible
that one testing scenario may be harder to implement1 than another. In our discussion
about various testing scenarios and their associated preorders we shall always keep in
mind these practical considerations, and compare the preorders in terms of how much
differentiation they make between processes, but also in terms of the practical realiza-
tion of the associated testing scenario. In other words, we keep wondering how difficult
is to convince the process being tested to provide the information or perform the actions
required by the testing scenario we have in mind. For instance, it is arguably harder to
block possible future action of the process under test (as we need to do in the testing
scenario inducing the refusal preorder and presented in Section 6.6 on page 152) than to
merely observe the process and write down the actions that have been performed (as is
the case with the testing scenario inducing trace preorders presented in Section 6.3 on
page 142). The increase in differentiation power of refusal preorder over trace preorder
comes thus at a cost which may or may not be acceptable in practice.

One reason for which practical considerations are of interest is that preorders are a
key element in conformance testing [Tre94]. In such a framework we are given a for-
mal specification and a possible implementation. The implementation is treated as a
black box (perhaps somebody else wrote a poorly commented piece of code) exhibiting
some external behavior. The goal is then to determine by means of testing whether the
implementation implements correctly the specification. Such a goal induces naturally
an implementation relation, or a preorder. Informally, the practical use of a preorder
relation v consists then in the algorithmic problem of determining whether s v i for

1 Implementing a testing scenario means implementing the means of interaction between a pro-
cess and a test within the scenario. Implementing a preorder then means implementing an algo-
rithm that takes two processes and determines whether they are in the given preorder relation
or not by applying tests from the associated testing scenario.
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two processes i (the implementation) and s (the specification) by means of applying on
the two processes tests taken from the testing scenario associated with v. If the relation
holds then i implements (or conforms to) s (according to the respective testing sce-
nario). The formal introduction of conformance testing is left to the end of this chapter,
namely to Section 6.9 on page 159 to which we direct the interested reader for details.
For now we get busy with defining preorders and analyzing their properties.

Where we go from here We present in the next section the necessary preliminaries re-
lated to process representation and testing (including a first preorder to compare things
with). Sections 6.3 to 6.8 are then the main matter of this chapter; we survey here the
most prominent preorders and we compare them with each other. We also include a
presentation of conformance testing in Section 6.9.

6.1.1 Notations and Conventions

It is often the case that our definitions of various sets (and specifically inductive defi-
nitions) should feature a final item containing a statement along the line that “nothing
else than the above constructions belong to the set being defined.” We consider that the
presence of such an item is understood and we shall not repeat it over and over. “Iff”
stands for “if and only if.” We denote the empty string, and only the empty string by ε.

We present a number of concepts throughout this chapter based on one particular
paper [vG01] without citing it all the time, in order to avoid tiresome repetitions.

Many figures show processes that are compared throughout the paper using various
preorders. We show parenthetically in the captions of such figures the most relevant
relations established between the depicted processes. Parts of these parenthetical re-
marks do not make sense when the figures are first encountered, but they will reveal
themselves as the reader progresses through the chapter.

6.2 Process Representation and Testing

Many formal descriptions for processes have been developed in the past, most no-
tably under the form of process algebraic languages such as CCS [Mil80] and LOTOS
[BB87]. The underlying semantics of all these descriptions can be described by labeled
transition systems. We will use in what follows the labeled transition system as our se-
mantical model (feeling free to borrow concepts from other formalisms whenever they
simplify the presentation).

Our model is a slight variation of the model presented in Appendix 22 in that we
need a notion of divergence for processes, and we introduce the concept of derived
transition system; in addition, we enrich the terminology in order to blend the semantic
model into the bigger picture on an intuitive level. For these reasons we also offer here a
short presentation of labeled transition systems [vG01, Abr87]. Our presentation should
be considered a complement to, rather than a replacement for Appendix 22.
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6.2.1 Processes, States, and Labeled Transition Systems

Processes are capable of performing actions from a given, countable set Act. By action
we mean any activity that is a conceptual entity at a given, arbitrary level of abstraction;
we do not differentiate between, say input actions and output actions. Different activities
that are indistinguishable on the chosen level of abstraction are considered occurrences
of the same action.

What action is taken by a process depends on the state of the process. We denote
the countable set of states by Q. A process goes from a state to another by performing
an action. The behavior of the process is thus given by the transition relation −→ ⊆
Q × Act ×Q.

Sometimes a process may go from a state to another by performing an internal
action, independent of the environment. We denote such an action by τ, where τ < Act.

The existence of partially defined states stem from (and facilitate) the semantic of
sequential computations (where Ω is often used to denote a partial program whose be-
havior is totally undefined). The existence of such states is also useful for reactive pro-
grams. They are thus introduced by a divergence predicate ↑ ranging over Q and used
henceforth in postfix notation; a state p for which p ↑ holds is a “partial state,” in the
sense that its properties are undefined; we say that such a state diverges (is divergent,
etc.). The opposite property (that a state converges) is denoted by the postfix operator
↓.

Note that divergence (and thus convergence) is a property that is inherent to the
state; in particular, it does not have any relation whatsoever with the actions that may
be performed from the given state. Consider for example state x from Figure 6.4 on
page 145 (where states are depicted by nodes, and the relation −→ is represented by
arrows between nodes, labeled with actions). It just happens that x features no outgo-
ing actions, but this does not make it divergent (though it may be divergent depending
on the definition of the predicate ↑ for the respective labeled transition system). Di-
vergent states stand intuitively for some form of error condition in the state itself, and
encountering a divergent state during testing is a sure sign of failure for that test.

To summarize all of the above, we offer the following definition:

Definition 6.1. A labeled transition system with divergence (simply labeled transi-
tion system henceforth in this chapter) is a tuple (Q,Act ∪ {τ}, −→ , ↑), where Q is a
countable set of states, Act is a countable set of (atomic) actions, −→ is the transition
relation, −→ ⊆ Q × (Act ∪ {τ}) × Q, and ↑ is the divergence predicate. By τ we denote
an internal action, τ < Act.

For some state p ∈ Q we write p ↓ iff ¬ (p ↑). Whenever (q , a , p) ∈ −→ we write
p a−−→ q (to be read “p offers a and after executing a becomes q”). We further extend
this notation to the reflexive and transitive closure of −→ as follows: p ε−−→ p for any
p ∈ Q; and p σ−−→ q , with σ ∈ Q∗, iff σ = σ1σ2 and there exists q ′ ∈ Q such that
p σ1−−−→ q ′ σ2−−−→ q . ut

We use the notation p σ−−→ as a shorthand for “there exists q ∈ Q such that p σ−−→ q ,”
and the notation −−→/ as the negation of −→ (p

a−−−→/ q iff it is not the case that p a−−→ q ,
etc.).
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Assume now that we are given a labeled transition system. The internal action τ is
unobservable. In order to formalize this unobservability, we define an associated derived
transition system in which we hide all the internal actions; the transition relation ⇒ of
such a system ignores the actions τ performed by the system. Formally, we have:

Definition 6.2. Given a transition system B = (Q,Act∪ {τ}, −→ , ↑B ), its derived tran-
sition system is a tuple D = (Q,Act ∪ {ε}, ⇒ , ↑), where ⇒ ⊆ Q × (Act ∪ {ε}) × Q
and is defined by the following relations:

p
a⇒ q iff p τ∗a−−−→ q

p
ε⇒ q iff p τ∗−−→ q

The divergence predicate is defined as follows: p ↑ iff there exists q such that q ↑B and

p
ε⇒ q , or there exists a sequence (pi )i≥0, such that p0 = p and for any i > 0 it holds

that pi
τ−−→ pi+1. ut

In passing, note that we deviate slightly in Definition 6.2 from the usual definition of

⇒ (p
a⇒ q iff p τ∗aτ∗−−−−−→ q , see Appendix 22), as this allows for a clearer presentation.

Also note that a state can diverge in two ways in a derived transition system: it can
either perform a number of internal actions and end up in a state that diverges in the
associated labeled transition system, or evolve perpetually into new states by perform-
ing internal actions. Therefore this definition does not make distinction between dead-
lock (first case) and livelock (second variant). We shall discuss in subsequent sections
whether such a lack of distinction is a good or a bad thing, and we shall distinguish
between these variants using the original labeled transition system (since the derived
system is unable to make the distinction).

It is worth emphasizing once more (this time using an example) that the definition
of divergence in a derived transition system is different from the correspondent defini-
tion in a labeled transition system. Indeed, consider state y from Figure 6.6 on page 147
(again, states are depicted by nodes, and the relation −→ is represented by arrows be-
tween nodes, labeled with actions). It may be the case that y is a nice, convergent state
in the respective labeled transition system (i.e., y ↓B ). Still, it is obviously the case that
y ↑ in the derived transition system (we refer to this as “y may diverge” instead of “y
diverges,” given that y may decide at some time to perform action b and get out of the
loop of internal actions).

Again, we shall use in what follows natural extensions of the relation ⇒ such as

p
a⇒ and ; . We also use by abuse of notation the same operator for the reflexive

and transitive closure of ⇒ (in the same way as we did for −→ ).
A transition system gives a description of the actions that can be performed by a

process depending on the state that process is in. A process does in addition start from
an initial state. In other words, a process is fully described by a transition system and
an initial state. In most cases we find it convenient to fix a global transition system for
all the processes under consideration. In this setting, a process is then uniquely defined
by its initial state. We shall then blur the distinction between a process and a state, often
referring to “the process p ∈ Q.”

Finally, a process can be represented as a tree in a natural way: Tree nodes represent
states. The root node is the initial state. The edges of the tree will be labeled by actions,
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Fig. 6.1. Representation of infinite process trees: an infinite tree (a), and its graph representation
(b).

and there exists an edge between nodes p and q labeled with a iff it holds that p a−−→ q in

the given transition system (or that p
a⇒ q if we talk about a derived transition system).

We shall not make use of this representation except when we want to represent a process
(or part thereof) graphically for illustration purposes. Sometimes we find convenient to
“abbreviate” tree representation by drawing a graph rather than a tree when we want
to represent infinite trees with states whose behavior repeats over and over (in which
case we join those states in a loop). The reader should keep in mind that this is just a
convenient representation, and that in fact she is in front of a finite representation of an
infinite tree. As an example, Figure 6.1 shows such a graph together with a portion of
the unfolded tree represented by the graph.

Two important properties of transition systems are image-finiteness and sort-finite-
ness. A transition system is image-finite if for any a ∈ Act, p ∈ Q the set {q ∈ Q |
p a−−→ q} is finite, and is sort-finite if for any p ∈ Q the set {a ∈ Act | ∃σ ∈ Act∗,∃ q ∈
Q such that p σ−−→ q a−−→} is finite. This definition also applies to derived transition sys-
tems.

In all of the subsequent sections we shall assume a transition system (Q,Act ∪
{τ}, −→ , ↑B ) with its associated derived transition system (Q,Act ∪ {τ}, ⇒ , ↑), appli-
cable to all the processes under scrutiny; thus a process shall be identified only by its
initial state.

6.2.2 Processes and Observations

As should be evident from the need of defining derived transition systems, we can
determine the characteristics of a system by performing observations on it. Some ob-
servations may reveal the whole internal behavior of the system being inspected, some
may be more restricted.

In general, we may think of a set of processes and a set of relevant observers (or
tests). Observers may be thought of as agents performing observations. Observers can
be viewed themselves as processes, running in parallel with the process being observed
and synchronizing with it over visible actions. We can thus represent the observers as
labeled transition systems, just as we represent processes; we prefer however to use a
different, “denotational” syntax for observers in our presentation.
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Assume now that we have a predefined set O of observers. The effect of observers
performing tests is formalized by considering that for every observer o and process p

there exists a set of runs R(o, p). If we have r ∈ R(o, p) then the result of o

testing p may be the run r .
We take the outcomes of particular runs of a test as being success or failure [Abr87,

dNH84] (though we shall differentiate between two kinds of failure later). We then
represent outcomes as elements in the two-point lattice

O
def
=

>
|
⊥

The notion of failure incorporates divergence, so for some observer o and some process
p, the elements of O have the following meaning:

• the outcome of o testing p is > if there exists r ∈ R(o, p) such that r is success-
ful;

• the outcome of o testing p is ⊥ if there exists r ∈ R(o, p) such that either r

is unsuccessful, or r contains a state q such that q ↑ and q is not preceded by a
successful state.

Note that for the time being we do not differentiate between runs with a deadlock (i.e.,
in which a computation terminates without reaching a successful state) and runs that
diverge; the outcome is ⊥ in both cases.

Processes may be nondeterministic, so there may be different runs of a given test
on a process, with different outcomes. In effect, the (overall) outcome of an observer
testing a process is a set, and therefore we are led to use powerdomains of O. In fact,
we have three possible powerdomains:

Pmay
def
=

{>} = {⊥,>}
|
{⊥}

Pconv
def
=

{>}
|

{⊥,>}
|
{⊥}

Pmust
def
=

{>}
|
{⊥} = {⊥,>}

The names of the three powerdomains are not chosen haphazardly. By considering Pmay

as possible outcomes we identify processes that may pass a test in order to be considered
successful. Similarly, Pmust identifies tests that must be successful, and by using Pconv

we combine the may and must properties. The partial order relations induced by the
lattices Pmay, Pmust, and Pconv shall be denoted by ⊆may, ⊆must, and ⊆conv, respectively.

We also need to introduce the notion of refusal. A process refuses an action if the
respective action is not applicable in the current state of the process, and there is no
internal transition to change the state (so that we are sure that the action will not be
applicable unless some other visible action is taken first).

Definition 6.3. Process p ∈ Q refuses action a ∈ Act, written p ref a , iff p ↓B , p
τ−−−→/ ,

and p
a−−−→/ . ut
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We thus described the notions of test and test outcomes. We also introduce at this
point a syntax for tests. In fact tests are as we mentioned just processes that interact with
the process under test, so we can represent tests in the same way as we represent pro-
cesses. Still, we find convenient to use a “denotational” representation for tests since we
shall refer quite often to such objects. We do this by defining a set O of test expressions.

While we are at it, we also define the “semantics” of tests, i.e., the way tests are
allowed to interact with the processes being tested. Such a semantics for tests is defined
using a function obs : O ×Q → P, where P ∈ {Pmay,Pconv,Pmust} such that obs(o, p) is
the set of all the possible outcomes.

To concretize the concepts of syntax and semantics, we introduce now our first
testing scenario (i.e., set of test expressions and their semantics), of observable test-
ing equivalence2[Abr87]. This is a rather comprehensive testing model, which we will
mostly restrict in order to introduce other models—indeed, we shall restrict this sce-
nario in all but one of our subsequent presentations. A concrete model for tests also
allows us to introduce our first preorder.

For the remainder of this section, we fix a transition system (Q,Act ∪ {τ}, −→ , ↑B )
together with its derived transition system (Q,Act ∪ {ε}, ⇒ , ↑).

Definition 6.4. The set O of test expressions inducing the observable testing equiva-
lence contains exactly all of the following constructs, with o, o1, and o2 ranging over
O:

o
def
= S (6.1)

| F (6.2)

| ao for a ∈ Act (6.3)

| ão for a ∈ Act (6.4)

| εo (6.5)

| o1 ∧ o2 (6.6)

| o1 ∨ o2 (6.7)

| ∀ o (6.8)

| ∃ o (6.9)

ut

Intuitively, Expressions (6.1) and (6.2) state that a test can succeed or fail by reach-
ing two designated states S and F, respectively. A test may check whether an
action can be taken when into a given state, or whether an action is not possible at
all; these are expressed by (6.3) and (6.4). We can combine tests by means of boolean
operators using expressions of form (6.6) and (6.7). By introducing tests of form (6.5)
we allow a process to “stabilize” itself through internal actions. Finally, we have uni-
versal and existential quantifiers for tests given by (6.8) and (6.9). Nondeterminism is
introduced in the tests themselves by the Expressions (6.7) and (6.9), the latter being a
generalization of the former.

2 Just testing equivalence originally [Abr87]; we introduce the new, awkward terminology be-
cause the original name clashes with the names of preorders introduced subsequently.
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∧ ⊥ >
⊥ ⊥ ⊥
> ⊥ >

∧ {⊥} {⊥,>} {>}
{⊥} {⊥} {⊥} {⊥}
{⊥,>} {⊥} {⊥,>} {⊥,>}
{>} {⊥} {⊥,>} {>}

∀
{⊥} {⊥}
{⊥,>} {⊥}
{>} {>}

∨ ⊥ >
⊥ ⊥ >
> > >

∨ {⊥} {⊥,>} {>}
{⊥} {⊥} {⊥,>} {>}
{⊥,>} {⊥,>} {⊥,>} {>}
{>} {>} {>} {>}

∃
{⊥} {⊥}
{⊥,>} {>}
{>} {>}

Fig. 6.2. Semantics of logical operators on test outcomes.

Definition 6.5. With the semantics of logical operators as defined in Figure 6.2, the
function obs inducing the observable testing equivalence, obs : O × Q → Pconv, is
defined as follows:

obs(S, p) = {>}
obs(F, p) = {⊥}

obs(ao, p) =
⋃
{obs(o, p′) | p a⇒ p′} ∪ {⊥ | p ↑} ∪ {⊥ | p ε⇒ p′, p′ ref a}

obs(ão, p) =
⋃
{obs(o, p′) | p a⇒ p′} ∪ {⊥ | p ↑} ∪ {> | p ε⇒ p′, p′ ref a}

obs(εo, p) =
⋃
{obs(o, p′) | p ε⇒ p′} ∪ {⊥ | p ↑}

obs(o1 ∧ o2, p) = obs(o1, p) ∧ obs(o2, p)

obs(o1 ∨ o2, p) = obs(o1, p) ∨ obs(o2, p)

obs(∀ o, p) = ∀ obs(o, p)

obs(∃ o, p) = ∃ obs(o, p)

ut

The function from Definition 6.5 follows the syntax of test expressions faithfully,
so most cases should need no further explanation. We note that tests of form (6.3)
are allowed to continue only if the action a is available to, and is performed by the
process under test; if the respective action is not available, the test fails. In contrast,
when a test of form (6.4) is applied to some process, we record a success whenever
the process refuses the action (the primary purpose of such a test), but then we go
ahead and allow the action to be performed anyway, to see what happens next (i.e.,
we remove the block on the action; maybe in addition to the noted success we get a
failure later). As we shall see in Section 6.7 such a behavior of allowing the action to be
performed after a refusal is of great help in identifying crooked coffee machines (and
also in differentiating between processes that would otherwise appear equivalent).

As a final thought, we note again that tests can be in fact expressed in the same
syntax as the one used for processes. A test then moves forward synchronized with the
process under investigation, in the sense that the visible action performed by the process
should always be the same as the action performed by the test. This synchronized run
is typically denoted by the operator |, and the result is itself a process. We thus obtain
an operational formulation of tests, which is used as well [Abr87, Phi87] and is quite
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intuitive. Since we find the previous version more convenient for this presentation, we
do not insist on it and direct instead the reader elsewhere [Abr87] for details.

6.2.3 Equivalence and Preorder Relations

The semantics of tests presented in the previous section associates a set of outcomes
for each pair test–process. By comparing these outcomes (i.e., the set of possible obser-
vations one can make while interacting with two processes, or the observable behavior
of the processes) we can define the observable testing preorder3 v. Given the preorder
one can easily define the observable testing equivalence '.

Definition 6.6. The observable testing preorder is a relation v⊆ Q×Q, where p v q

iff obs(o, p) ⊆ obs(o, q) for any test o ∈ O. The observable testing equivalence is a
relation '⊆ Q ×Q, with p ' q iff p v q and q v p. ut

If we restrict the definition of O (and thus the definition of the function obs), we
obtain a different preorder, and thus a different equivalence. In other words, if we change
the set of possible tests that can be applied to processes (the testing scenario), then we
obtain a different classification of processes.

We will present in what follows various preorder relations under various testing
scenarios. These preorders correspond to sets of changes imposed on O and obs, and
we shall keep comparing various scenarios with the testing scenario presented in Sec-
tion 6.2.2. As it turns out, the changes we impose onO are in all but one case restrictions
(i.e., simplification of the possible tests).

We will in most cases present an equivalent modal characterization corresponding to
these restrictions. Such a modal characterization (containing a set of testing formulae
and a satisfaction operator) will in essence model exactly the same thing, but we are
able to offer some results that are best shown using the modal characterization rather
than other techniques.

When we say that a preorder vα makes more distinction than another preorder vβ
we mean that there exist processes that are distinguishable under vα but not under vβ.
This does not imply that vα and vβ are comparable, i.e., it could be possible that vα
makes more distinction than vβ and that vβ makes more distinction than vα. Whenever
vα makes more distinction than vβ but not the other way around we say that vα is
coarser than vβ, or that vβ is finer than vα.

6.3 Trace Preorders

We thus begin our discussion on preorder and equivalence relations with what we be-
lieve to be the simplest assumption: we compare two processes by their trace, i.e., by
the sequence of actions they perform. In this section we follow roughly [vG01, dN87].

We consider that the divergence predicate ↑B of the underlying transition system is
empty (no process diverges). The need for such a strong assumption will become clear
later, when we discover that trace preorders do not cope well with divergence.

3 Recall that this was originally named testing preorder [Abr87], but we introduce the new name
because of name clashes that developed over time.
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p

a

b c

q

a a

b c

r

a a

b c

Fig. 6.3. Three sample processes (p 'CT q 'CT r ; q 6vB p).

The trace preorder is based on the following testing scenario: We view a process as
a black box that contains only one interface to the real world. This interface is a window
displaying at any given moment the action that is currently carried out by the process.
The process chooses its execution path autonomously, according to the given transition
system. As soon as no action is carried out, the display becomes empty. The observer
records a sequence of actions (a trace), or a sequence of actions followed by an empty
window (a complete trace). Internal moves are ignored (indeed, by their definition they
are not observable). We regard two processes as equivalent if we observe the same
complete trace using our construction for both processes.

Specifically, σ ∈ Act∗ is a trace of a process p iff there exists a process q such that

p
σ⇒ q . A complete trace σ ∈ Act∗ is a trace such that p

σ⇒ q and q ; .
The set LCT of complete trace formulae is inductively defined as follows:

• > ∈ LCT (> marks the end of a trace);
• 0 ∈ LCT (0 marks the end of a complete trace);
• if ψ ∈ LCT and a ∈ Act then aψ ∈ LCT .

A modal characterization for trace formulae is given by the satisfaction operator ²⊆
Q × LCT inductively defined by:

• p ² > for all p ∈ Q;
• p ² 0 if p ; ;
• p ² aψ if p

a⇒ q and q ² ψ for some q ∈ Q.

We can now define the complete trace preorder vCT and implicitly the complete
trace equivalence 'CT :

Definition 6.7. p vCT q iff p ² ψ implies q ² ψ for any ψ ∈ LCT . ut

The complete trace preorder induces the equivalence used in the theory of automata
and languages. Indeed, consider the processes as language generators and then the trace
preorder is given by the inclusion of the language of complete traces generated by one
process into the language of complete traces generated by the other process. Take for
instance the processes shown in Figure 6.3. We notice that p 'CT q since they both
generate the language {>, a>, ab0, ac0}, and that q vCT r (since r generates the larger
language {>, a>, ab0, ac0, a0}).
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We note in passing that an even weaker (in the sense of making less distinction)
preorder relation can be defined [vG01] by eliminating the distinction between traces
and complete traces (by putting > whenever we put 0). Under such a preorder (called
trace preorder), the three processes in Figure 6.3 are all equivalent, generating the
language {>, a>, ab>, ac>}. (We note however that the complete trace preorder is quite
limited so we do not find necessary to further elaborate on an even weaker preorder.)

For one thing, trace preorder (complete or not) does not deal very well with diverg-
ing processes. Indeed, we need quite some patience in order to determine whether a
state diverges or not; no matter how long we wait for the action to change in our display
window, we cannot be sure that we have a diverging process or that we did not reach
the end of an otherwise finite sequence of internal moves. We also have the problem of
infinite traces. This is easily fixed in the same language theoretic spirit that does not pre-
clude an automaton to generate infinite words, but then we should arm ourselves with
the same immense amount of patience. Trace preorders imply the necessity of infinite
observations, which are obviously impractical.

Despite all these inconveniences, trace preorders are the most elementary preorders,
and perhaps the most intuitive (that’s why we chose to start our presentation with them).
In addition, such preorders seem to capture the finest differences in behavior one would
probably like to distinguish (namely, the difference between observable sequences of
actions). Surprisingly, it turns out that other preorders make an even greater distinction.
Such a preorder is the subject of the next section.

6.4 Observation Preorders and Bisimulation

As opposed to the complete trace preorder that seems to capture the finest observable
differences in behavior, the observation preorder [Mil80, HM80], the subject of this
section, is the finest behavioral preorder one would want to impose; i.e., it incorporates
all distinctions that could reasonably be made by external observation. The additional
discriminating power is the ability to take into account not only the sequences of actions,
but also some of the intermediate states the system goes through while performing the
respective sequence of actions. Indeed, differences between intermediate states can be
exploited to produce different behaviors.

It has also been argued that observation equivalence makes too fine a distinction,
even between behaviors that cannot be really differentiated by an observer. Such an
argument turns out to be pertinent, but we shall postpone such a discussion until we
introduce other preorder relations and have thus something to compare.

The observation preorder vB is defined using a family of preorder relations vn ,
n ≥ 0 [Abr87]:

(1) it is always the case that p v0 q ;
(2) p vn+1 q iff, for any a ∈ Act it holds that

• for any p′ such that p
a⇒ p′ there exists q ′ such that q

a⇒ q ′ and p′ vn q ′,
and

• if p ↓ then (i) q ↓ and (ii) for any q ′ such that q
a⇒ q ′ there exists p′ such that

p
a⇒ p′ and p′ vn q ′;
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Fig. 6.4. Processes not equivalent under observation preorder (p 6'B q ; p 'CT q ; p 'R q).

(3) p vB q iff for any n ≥ 0 it holds that p vn q .

The equivalence 'B induced by vB (p 'B q iff p vB q and q vB p) is called obser-
vation equivalence.

The observation equivalence is often called (weak) bisimulation equivalence, hence
the B subscript (the other logical–and often used–subscript O having the inconvenience
of being easily confused with a zero).

It is clear that the observation preorder makes more distinction than trace preorders.
Consider the processes p and q from Figure 6.3, shown again in Figure 6.4 this time
with names for some of the extra states. It is immediate that v v1 u , and that w v1 u .
It follows that q v2 p. However, it is not the case that u v1 v , and thus q 6v2 p. We
have a strict implementation relation between q and p. Recall however that these two
processes are equivalent under trace preorders.

Observation preorder corresponds to a testing scenario identical with the general
scenario presented in Definitions 6.4 and 6.5 (in Section 6.2.2). As is the case with
trace preorder we can inspect the sequence of actions performed by the process under
scrutiny. This is given by expressions of form (6.1), (6.2), and (6.3).

As a side note, we mentioned at the beginning of this section that observation pre-
order makes more distinction than trace preorder. The expressions we allow up to this
point are enough to show this: Then the tests only have the form a1a2 . . . anS or
a1a2 . . . anF for some n ≥ 0. This way we can actually distinguish between pro-
cesses such as p and q from Figure 6.4. Indeed, we notice that

obs(abS, p) = {>}

whereas

obs(abS, q) = {>,⊥}

(we can start on the ac branch of q , which will produce ⊥). In other words, we are able
to distinguish between distinct paths in the run of a process, not only between different
sequences of actions.

We close the side remark and go on with the description of the testing scenario for
observation preorder. The addition of expressions of form (6.4) introduces the concept
of refusals, which allow one to obtain information about the failure of the process to
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Fig. 6.5. More processes not equivalent under observation preorder (p 6'B q ; p 'CT q ; p 'must q ;
p 'R q).

perform some action (as opposed to its ability to perform something). The expressions
of form (6.6) and (6.7) allows us to copy the process being tested at any time during
its execution, and to further test the copies by performing separate tests. Global testing
is possible given expressions of form (6.8) and (6.9). This is a generalization of the
two copy operations, in the sense that information is gathered independently for each
possible test, and the results are then combined together. Finally, nondeterminism is
introduced in the tests themselves by Expression (6.5). Such a nondeterminism is how-
ever controlled by the process being tested; indeed, if the process is convergent then we
will eventually perform test o from an εo construction. By this mechanism we allow
the process to “stabilize” before doing more testing on it.

Proposition 6.8. With the setO of tests as defined in the above testing scenario, p vB q

iff obs(o, p) ⊆ obs(o, q) for any test o ∈ O.

In other words, observation preorder and observable testing preorder are the same,
i.e., observation equivalence corresponds exactly to indistinguishability under testing.

A modal characterization of observation equivalence can be given in terms of the
set LHM of Hennessy-Milner formulae:

• >,⊥ ∈ LHM ;
• if φ, ψ ∈ LHM then φ ∧ ψ, φ ∨ ψ, [a]ψ, 〈a〉φ ∈ LHM for some a ∈ Act.

The satisfaction operator ²∈ Q × LHM is defined in the following manner:

• p ² > is true;
• p ² ⊥ is false;
• p ² φ ∧ ψ iff p ² φ and p ² ψ;
• p ² φ ∨ ψ iff p ² φ or p ² ψ;

• p ² [a]φ iff p ↓ and for any p′ such that p
a⇒ p′ it holds that p′ ² φ;

• p ² 〈a〉φ iff there exists p′ such that p
a⇒ p′ and p′ ² φ.

The following is then the modal characterization of the observation equivalence [Abr87]:

Proposition 6.9. In an underlying sort-finite derived transition system, p vB q iff p ²

ψ implies q ² ψ for any ψ ∈ LHM .
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Fig. 6.6. Processes equivalent under observation preorder (s 'B t ; s 'R t ; s 6'must t ; s 'fmust t).

The translation between expressions in LHM and tests is performed by the function
(·)∗ : LHM → O defined as follows [Abr87]:

(>)∗ = S (⊥)∗ = F
(ψ ∧ φ)∗ = (ψ)∗ ∧ (φ)∗ (ψ ∨ φ)∗ = (ψ)∗ ∨ (φ)∗

([a]ψ)∗ = ∀ ã(ψ)∗ (〈a〉ψ)∗ = ∃ a(ψ)∗

([ε]ψ)∗ = ∀ ε(ψ)∗ (〈ε〉ψ)∗ = ∃ ε(ψ)∗

(6.10)

Essentially all the testing techniques from the general testing scenario are combined
together in a rather comprehensive set of testing techniques to create observation pre-
order. The comprehensiveness of the testing scenario itself is a problem. While it has an
elegant proof theory (which is not presented here, the interested reader is directed else-
where [Abr87]), observation preorder induces a too complex testing scenario. We have
constructed indeed a very strong notion of observability; most evidently, according to
Expressions (6.8) and (6.9) we assume the ability to enumerate all possible operating
environments, so as to guarantee that all the nondeterministic branches of the process
are inspected. The number of such branches is potentially infinite. It is not believed that
global testing is really acceptable from a practical point of view. Preorder relations that
will be presented in what follows place restrictions in what we can observe, and thus
have a greater practical potential.

It is also the case that observation preorder makes too much of a distinction between
processes. One example of distinction not made in trace preorder has been given in
Figure 6.4. One can argue that such a distinction may make sense in some cases, but
such an argument is more difficult in the case of processes shown in Figure 6.5, which
are slight modifications of the processes from Figure 6.4. Under (any) trace preorder the
two processes p and q are equivalent, and we argue that this makes sense; for indeed
by the very definition of internal moves they are not manifest to the outside world, and
besides internal moves the two processes behave similarly. However, it is not the case
that q 'B p. Indeed, notice that q ref b, whereas it is not the case that p ref b (since p

can move ahead by means of internal actions, and thus the refusal does not take place
according to Definition 6.3). Then the test b̃S introduces a > outcome in q but not
in p according to Definition 6.5; the non-equivalence follows. This certainly looks like
nitpicking; we shall introduce below preorders that are not that sensitive to internal
moves.

We observe on the other hand that the processes s and t from Figure 6.6 are equiv-
alent under observation preorder. We saw observation preorder giving too much weight
to internal moves; now we see the same preorder ignoring this kind of moves altogether.
The reason for this is that the internal move never changes the state, so no matter how
many times we go through it we end where we left from. Still, the τ-loop is not without
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significance in practice since such a loop may produce divergence (if the process keeps
iterating through it). However, it can also be argued that the τ-loop is executed an arbi-
trary but finite number of times and so the process executes b eventually (under some
notion of fairness). We shall actually argue back and forth about these two processes
as we go along with the description of other preorder relations, so you do not have to
make up your mind just yet.

6.5 Testing Preorders

Testing preorders [dNH84] are coarser than observation preorder. Essentially, testing
preorders differentiate between processes based on differences in deadlock behavior. We
may differentiate by the ability to respond positively to a test, or the ability to respond
negatively to a test, or both. In practical cases this is often sufficient.

Recall the concept of outcome of a test presented in Section 6.2.2. For a test o and a
process p the result of applying o to p is the set of runs R(o, p) with outcomes from
the set {⊥,>}. Also recall the lattices Pmay, Pmust, and Pconv over the powerset of {⊥,>},
together with the corresponding partial order relations.

We then have the following testing scenario for testing preorders: We run a test in
parallel to the process being tested, such that they perform the same actions. If the test
reaches a success state, then the test succeeds; if on the other hand the process reaches
a deadlock state (i.e., a state with no way out), or if the process diverges before the test
has reached a success state, the test fails. Sometimes we are interested in running the
same test repeatedly and collect all of the possible outcomes; we need this when we
want to make sure that a test succeeds no matter what.

Formally, we change in what follows (simplify in fact) the semantics of Expres-
sion (6.3) from Definition 6.4 on page 140 to

obs(ao, p) =
⋃
{obs(o, p′) | p a⇒ p′} ∪ {⊥ | p ↑} ∪ {⊥ | p ; } (6.11)

Then we look at two alternative ways to restrict the set of tests O:

(1) Let Omay be defined only by expressions of form (6.1), (6.3), and (6.5). We do not
need any test that signifies failure; instead, failure under test happens whenever we
reach a deadlock, according to Expression (6.11). Indeed, we are not allowed to
combine different testing outcomes at all (there are no boolean operators such as
∧, ∨ on outcomes), so a test that fails does not differentiate between anything (it
fails no matter what); therefore these tests are excluded as useless. According to the
same Expression (6.11) we do not differentiate between deadlock and divergence—
both constitute failure under test.
Incidentally, the inability to combine test outcomes makes sense in practice; for
indeed recall our criticism with respect to the “global testing” allowed in the obser-
vation preorder and that we considered impractical. As it turns out it may also be a
too strong restriction, so we end up introducing it again in our next set of tests.

(2) We are now interested in all the possible outcomes of a test. First, let Omust be
defined only by expressions of form (6.1), (6.2), (6.3), and (6.5). This time we
do like to combine tests, but only by taking the union of the outcomes without
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combining them in any smarter way. This is the place where we deviate from (i.e.,
enhance) our generic testing scenario, and we add the following expression to our
initial set of tests O:

o = o1 + o2 (6.12)

with the semantics

obs(o1 + o2, p) = obs(o1, p) ∪ obs(o2, p)

(3) A combination between these two testing scenarios is certainly possible, so put
O = Omay ∪ Omust.

In order to complete the test scenario, we define the following relations between
processes and tests:

Definition 6.10. Process p may satisfy test o, written p may o iff > ∈ obs(o, p). Pro-
cess p must satisfy test o, written p must o iff {>} = obs(o, p). ut

The two relations introduced in Definition 6.10 correspond to the lattices Pmay and
Pmust, respectively. When we use the may relation we are happy with our process if it
does not fail every time; if we have a successful run of the test, then the test overall is
considered successful. Relation must on the other hand considers failure catastrophic;
here we accept no failure, all the runs of the test have to be successful for a test to be
considered a success. An intuitive comparison with the area of sequential programs is
that the may relation corresponds to partial correctness, and the must relation to total
correctness. We have one lattice left, namely Pconv; this obviously corresponds to the
conjunction of the two relations.

Based on this testing scenario, and according to our discussion on the relations may
and must we can now introduce three testing preorders4 vmay,vmust,vconv⊆ Q ×Q:

(1) p vmay q if for any o ∈ Omay, p may o implies that q may o.
(2) p vmust q if for any o ∈ Omust, p must o implies that q must o.
(3) p vconv q if p vmay q and p vmust q .

The equivalence relations corresponding to the three preorders are denoted by 'may,
'must, and 'conv, respectively. We shall use vT (for “testing preorder”) instead of vconv

in subsequent sections.
Note that the relation vconv is implicitly defined in terms of observers from the set

O = Omay∪Omust. Also note that actually we do not need three sets of observers, since all
the three preorders make sense under O. The reason for introducing these three distinct
sets is solely for the benefit of having different testing scenarios for the three testing
preorders (that are also tight, i.e., they contain the smallest set of observers possible),
according to our ways of presenting things (in which the testing scenario defines the
preorder).

The most discerning relation is of course vconv. It is also the case that in order to
see whether two processes are in the relation vconv we have to check both the other

4 These preorders were given numerical names originally [dNH84]. We choose here to give
names similar to the lattices they come from in order to help the intuition.
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Fig. 6.8. Two processes not equivalent under testing preorder (u 6'must v ; u 'CT v ).

relations, so our subsequent discussion will deal mostly the other two preorders (since
the properties of vconv will follow immediately).

One may wonder what we get out of testing preorders in terms of practical consider-
ations. First, as opposed to trace preorders, we no longer need to record the whole trace
of a process; instead we only distinguish between success and failure of tests. It is also
the case that we do not need to combine all the outcomes of test runs as in observation
preorder. We still have a notion of “global testing,” but the combination of the outcomes
is either forbidden (in vmay) or simplified. In all, we arguably get a preorder that is more
practical. We also note that, by contrast to trace preorders we can have finite tests (or
observers) even if the processes themselves consist in infinite runs. Indeed, in trace pre-
orders a test succeeds only when the end of the trace is reached, whereas we can now
stop our test whenever we are satisfied with the behavior observed so far (at which time
we simply insert a S or F in our test).

In terms of discerning power, recall first the example shown in Figure 6.5 on page 146,
where the two processes p and q are not equivalent under observation preorder. We ar-
gued that this is not necessarily a meaningful distinction. According to this argument
testing preorders are better, since they do not differentiate between these two processes.
Indeed, p and q always perform an action a followed by either an action b or an action
c, depending on which branch of the process tree is taken (recall that the distinction
between p and q under observation preorder was made in terms of nitpicking refusals,
that are no longer present in testing preorders). We thus revert to the “good” properties
of trace preorders.

Recall now our argument that the processes from Figure 6.6 on page 147 should
be considered the same. We also argued the other way around, but for now we stick
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Fig. 6.10. More processes equivalent under testing preorders (p ′ 'T p′′; p′ 6'R p′′).

with the first argument because we also have s 'may t . Indeed, it is always the case
that processes such as the ones depicted in Figure 6.7 are equivalent under 'may, and
the equivalence of s and t follows. In other words, we keep the “good” properties of
observation preorder.

In general, 'may ignores the tree structure of processes, which shows that this pre-
order is a very weak relation. This is not the case with 'must. It is now the time to argue
that the two processes depicted in Figure 6.6 should be considered different. They are
so under 'must, for indeed one branch of t diverges while no divergent computations are
present in s . A suitable test such as abS will exploit this property under the must
operator. In general, the presence of divergence in the form of an infinite path of inter-
nal moves will ruin a test under 'must. Whether this is desired or not depends on one’s
interpretation of such an infinite path of internal moves.

Continuing with examples for 'must, consider the processes shown in Figure 6.8. No
matter what internal move is chosen by v , it can always perform either a or b. It follows
that v must (aS + bS). On the other hand, at its point of choosing which way to
go, u has the choice of performing c. It thus follow that u may (aS + bS), but it
is not the case that u must (aS + bS). In general, it is easy to see that u 'may v ,
but that u 6'must v . Incidentally, these processes are equivalent in trace preorders.

We should emphasize that, though 'must takes into consideration the tree structure
of the process under scrutiny, it does so in a more limited way. This was shown in our
discussion based on Figure 6.5. More generally, the processes depicted in Figure 6.9
are equivalent under any testing preorder.

Finally, an example that will come in handy when we compare testing preorders
with refusal preorders (that is the subject of the next section) is given by the two pro-
cesses shown in Figure 6.10, which are equivalent under vconv.

All of the examples presented here allow us to conclude the following: The preorder
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vmay is a very weak relation, but has the advantage of needing no global testing. The
other testing preorders do make use of global testing, but in a restricted way compared
with observation preorder. The distinctions they make are not as rich as in the case of
observation preorder, but they are nonetheless quite rich. On the principle that the most
distinction we can make between processes the better we are, one now wonders whether
we can do better in distinctions without the complexity of observation preorder.

Since vconv is clearly the testing preorder that makes the most distinctions, we shall
henceforth understand this preorder when we refer simply to testing preorder. Recall
that we also decided to denote it by vT in subsequent sections (with 'T as the name of
the induced equivalence).

6.6 Refusal Testing

The only reasonable way in which one can obtain information about a process is by
communicating with it by means of actions. This is precisely what we modeled in all
this chapter. For example, we just inspect the actions performed by a process in trace
preorders; we then take it one step further in the testing preorder, where we request
sequences of actions that depend on the information gained about the process as the
test progresses. In our generic testing scenario presented in Section 6.2.2 we go even
further by adding to tests the ability of refusing actions. This is an interesting feature,
that looks powerful and arguably practically feasible. Recall on the other hand that we
definitely did not see observation preorder (the only preorder involving the concept of
refusals) as practical, at least not as practical as testing preorders.

So on one hand we have refusals, that look promising (and practical enough), and
on the other hand we have testing preorders, that look practical. We now combine them.
While we are at it, we also differentiate between failure by deadlock (no outgoing ac-
tions) and divergence. We thus obtain the refusal preorders [Phi87].

Refusal preorders rely on the following testing scenario: We start from the scenario
of complete trace semantics, i.e., we view a process as a black box with a window that
displays the current action and becomes empty when a deadlock occurs. We now equip
our box with one switch for each possible action a ∈ Act. By flipping the switch for
some action a to “on” we block a; the process continues to choose its execution path
autonomously, but it may only start by executing actions that are not blocked by our
manipulation of switches. The configuration of switches can be changed at any time
during the execution of the process.

Formally, we restrict our set of tests O introduced in Definition 6.4 on page 140
by allowing only expressions of form (6.1)–(6.5), and a restricted variant of (6.12 on
page 149) as follows:

o = ao1 + ão2 (6.13)

The semantics of this kind of expressions is immediately obtained by the semantics of
Expressions (6.12) and (6.4) (since we are starting here from the scenario of the testing
preorder, the semantics of tests of form (6.4) is given by Expression (6.11)). This is our
“switch” that we flip to blocks a (and then we follow with o2) or not.
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We also differentiate between deadlock and divergence. We did not make such a
differentiation in the development of previous preorders, because we could not do this
readily (and in those cases when we could, we would simply express this in terms of
the divergence predicate). However, now that we talk about refusals we will need to
distinguish between tests that fail because of divergent processes, and tests that fail
because all the actions are blocked. We find it convenient to do this explicitly, so we
enrich our set of test outcomes to {>, 0,⊥}, with ⊥ now signifying only divergence,
while 0 stands for deadlock. In order to do this, we alter the semantics of expressions
of form (6.2), (6.3), and (6.4) to

obs(F, p) = {0}
obs(ao, p) =

⋃
{obs(o, p′) | p a−−→ p′} ∪ {⊥ | p ↑} ∪ {0 | p a−−−→/ }

obs(ão, p) =
⋃
{obs(o, p) | p a−−−→/ , p

τ−−−→/ } ∪ {⊥ | p ↑} ∪ {0 | p a−−→ or p τ−−→}

Note that in the general testing scenario we count a failure whenever we learn about a
refusal. In this scenario, a refusal generates a failure only when no other action can be
performed. Also note that this scenario imposes further restrictions on the applicable
tests by restricting the semantics of the allowable test expressions. As a further restric-
tion, we have the convention that test expressions of form (6.5) shall be applied with the
highest priority of all the expressions (i.e., internal actions are performed before any-
thing else, such that the system is allowed to fully stabilize itself before further testing
is attempted—this is also the reason for replacing relation ⇒ with the stronger −→ in
the semantics of the tests ao and ão).

It should be mentioned that the original presentation of refusal testing [Phi87] al-
lows initially to refuse sets of actions, not only individual actions. In this setting we
can flip sets of switches as opposed to one switch at a time as we allow by the above
definition of O. However, it is shown later in the same paper [Phi87] that refusing sets
of actions is not necessary, hence our construction. Now that the purpose of our test
scenario is clear, we shall further restrict the scenario. Apparently this restriction is
less expressive, but the discussion we mentioned above [Phi87] shows that—against
intuition—we do not lose anything; although the language is smaller, it is equally ex-
pressive. In the same spirit as for testing preorders, we restrict our set of tests in two
ways, and then we introduce a new version of the operators may and must.

(1) Let the set O1 contain exactly all the expressions of form (6.1) and a restricted
version of form (6.13) where either o1 = F or o2 = F.
Let then p may o iff > ∈ obs(p, o).

(2) Let the set O2 contain exactly all the expressions of form (6.2) and a restricted
version of form (6.13) where either o1 = S or o2 = S.
Let then p must o iff {>} = obs(p, o).

(3) As usual, put O = O1 ∪ O2.

In other words, at any given time we either block an action and succeed or fail (as
the case may be), or we follow the action we would have blocked otherwise and move
forward; no other test involving blocked actions is possible. One may wonder about
the cause of the disappearance of form (6.5). Well, this expression was not that “real”
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Fig. 6.11. Processes not equivalent under refusal preorder (p 6'R q ; p 'T q).

to begin with (we never wrote ε down in our test expressions, we provided it instead
to allow the process to “stabilize” itself), and we can now replace the expression εo

by eF + ẽo, where e is a new action we invent outside Act (thus knowing that the
process will never perform it).

With these helper operators and sets of tests we now define the refusal preorder vR

as follows: p vR q iff (a) p may o implies q may o for any o ∈ O1, and (b) p must o

implies q must o for any o ∈ O2. The induced refusal equivalence 'R is defined in the
usual way.

The alert reader has noticed that the refusal preorder is by far the most restricted
preorder we have seen. Let us now take a look at its power of discrimination. Since it
has been shown that the generic refusal testing scenario (that we started with) and our
restricted variant are in fact equally expressive, we shall feel free to use either of them
as it suits our needs.

We now compare refusal preorder with the testing preorder. First, it is immediate
that processes depicted in Figures 6.4 on page 145, 6.5 on page 146, and 6.9 on page 151
continue to be equivalent under refusal preorders.

On the other hand, consider the processes shown in Figure 6.10 on page 151 which
are equivalent under testing preorder. We then notice that under refusal preorder we
have obs(bS, p′) = {0}, for indeed the internal action is performed first to stabi-
lize the process, and after this no b action is possible. However, it is immediate that
obs(bS, p′′) = {>, 0}. We do not even use refusals here, the two processes become
non-equivalent because our convention that test expressions of form (6.5) shall always
be performed first.

Even in the absence of such a convention we have a more precise preorder. Consider
for instance the processes from Figure 6.11. They are immediately equivalent under test-
ing preorder, but not so under refusal preorder. Indeed, it holds that obs(ab̃aãS, p) =
{>, 0} and obs(ab̃aãS, q) = {0} (the path circled in the figure is the only successful
path under this test).

It is then apparent that refusal preorder makes more distinction than the testing pre-
order. We shall tackle the reverse comparison by giving a precise comparison of refusal
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preorder with the observation preorder. Such a comparison is possible by developing a
modal characterization for the refusal preorder. As it turns out, this characterization can
also be given in terms of a subset of LHM (which is the set of formulae corresponding
to observation preorder). This subset (denote it by LR) is the domain of the following
partial function (·)∗ : LHM → O translating between expressions in LHM and tests and
given by:

(>)∗ = S (⊥)∗ = F
([a]ψ)∗ = a(ψ)∗ ([a]ψ)∗ = ã(ψ)∗

(〈ε〉([a]⊥ ∧ [ε]ψ))∗ = ã(ψ)∗ ([ε](〈a〉> ∨ 〈ε〉ψ))∗ = a(ψ)∗
(6.14)

For succinctness we abbreviated ao + ãF by ao, aF + ão by ão, ao + ãS by
ao, and aS + ão by ão. We have [Phi87]:

Proposition 6.11. For any process p ∈ Q and for any expression ψ ∈ LR, it holds that
p ² ψ iff p may (ψ)∗, and that p ² ψ iff p must (ψ)∗. It then follows that p vR q iff p ² ψ

implies q ² ψ for any expression ψ ∈ LR.

It then follows that:

Theorem 6.12. For any two processes p and q , p vB q implies p vR q , but not the
other way around.

Proof. The implication is immediate from Proposition 6.11 given that LR is a strict
subset ofLHM . That observation preorder is strictly finer than refusal preorder is shown
by the example depicted in Figure 6.5 on page 146. ut

So we find that refusal preorder is coarser than observation preorder. This also al-
lows us to compare refusal and testing preorders. Indeed, recall that the infinite pro-
cesses shown in Figure 6.6 on page 147 are equivalent under observation preorder (and
then according to Proposition 6.12 under refusal preorder). We have shown in the pre-
vious section that these processes are not equivalent under testing preorder. Given that
on the other hand refusal preorder distinguishes between processes indistinguishable in
testing preorder, we have

Corollary 6.13. The preorders vT and vR are not comparable.

We note here an apparent contradiction with results given elsewhere [Phi87] that
the two preorders are comparable. This contradiction turns out to be caused by the
unfortunate (and incorrect) terminology used in [Phi87].

In practical terms, refusal preorder is clearly more appealing than observation pre-
order. Arguably, it is also more appealing than testing preorder, because of the simplicity
of tests; indeed, we eliminated all nondeterminism from the tests in O1 and O2 (and thus
in O). The only possible practical downside (of refusal preorder compared with testing
preorder) is that we need the ability to block actions.
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Fig. 6.12. Two vending machines (e vR c; e 6vFT c).

6.7 Failure Trace Testing

In refusal testing, whenever we observe a process that cannot continue because we
blocked all of its possible actions we have a failed test. This seems a reasonable testing
strategy, but we end up with surprising preorder relations because of it. Consider for
example the rather instructive example [Lan90] of the two vending machines c and e

depicted in Figure 6.12. Machine c may give us coffee if we insert two coins, while
machine e eats up our money, period. In terms of refusal preorder, it is immediate that
c passes strictly more tests than e, so e vR c. In other words, e is an implementation
of c! Clearly, this contradicts most people’s idea of a working coffee machine.

Such a strange concept of correct implementation is corrected by the failure trace
preorder [Lan90]. This preorder is based on the following testing scenario: We have
the same black box we did in the testing scenario for refusal preorder. The only differ-
ence is in our actions; when we observe the deadlock (by the empty window) we record
such an occurrence (as a failure) and then we are allowed to flip switches off to allow
the process to continue.

Formally, we allow exactly the same test expressions for the set O as we did initially
in the previous section, but we revert the semantics of expressions of form (6.4) to its
original form (continuing to make the distinction between failure as deadlock versus
failure as divergence), i.e.,

obs(ão, p) =
⋃
{obs(o, p′) | p a⇒ p′} ∪ {⊥ | p ↑} ∪ {0 | p ε⇒ p′, p′ ref a}

We then define the operators may and must exactly as we did in the previous sec-
tion, i.e., p may o iff > ∈ obs(p, o), and p must o iff {>} = obs(p, o). Finally, the
failure trace preorder vFT is defined as p vFT q iff for all o ∈ O it holds that
p may o implies q may o and p must o implies q must o. As usual, the failure trace
preorder induces the failure trace equivalence 'FT .
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Let us go back to our vending machines from Figure 6.12, and consider the test

o = coin c̃oin coin coffee S

As opposed to refusal testing, we now have obs(o, e) = {0} (the action “coffee” is not
available for the test), whereas obs(o, c) = {>, 0} (we record a failure when we block
action “coin” and then we move on to obtain a successful test on the right side branch).
We thus notice that c may o but that it is not the case that e may o; a machine that
does not give us coffee does not pass this test. Our two vending machines become thus
incomparable (and justly so).

Failure trace preorder thus makes more distinction than refusal preorder. It is also
easy to see that refusal preorder does not distinguish between processes that are not
distinguishable under failure trace. Indeed, it is enough to place a F test after each
action that is blocked in the tests and those tests become tests for the refusal preorder.

It is immediate to see that observation preorder is strictly finer than failure trace
preorder. Indeed, we introduced on top of refusal order a semantics that is otherwise
included in the semantics of observation preorder. So we have:

Proposition 6.14. For any two processes p and q , p vB q implies p vFT q (but not
the other way around), and p vFT q implies p vR q (but not the other way around).

Using the failure trace preorder we can make distinctions that cannot be made using
refusal preorder. However, this increase does not necessarily come for free. Indeed,
the tests in the sets O1 and O2 described in the previous sections are sequential, in the
sense that unions always occur between a test whose result that is immediately available
(S or F) and some other, possibly longer test. In testing preorders as well as in
failure trace preorder we need to copy the process while it runs; indeed, we may need
to combine the outcomes of two (or more) different runs of the process, which means
that we need to run two copies of the process to obtain these outcomes independently
from each other. Because of the sequential tests used by refusal preorder copying is
no longer necessary (but it becomes necessary once more in failure trace preorder).
This being said, the definition of the must operator from refusal preorder implies that
processes need to be copied anyway (since we have to apply many tests on them), so
the failure trace testing scenario is not that bad after all.

6.8 Fair Testing

Recall the processes depicted in Figure 6.6 on page 147 and our back and forth argument
that they should be considered equivalent (or not). When we considered them under
the testing preorder, s and t were not equivalent, whereas they are so under the other
preorders. Testing preorder, with its habit that the presence of divergence may ruin a
test, will differentiate between these two processes as opposed to all the other preorders
we have seen so far. As we mentioned, whether such a behavior is a good or bad thing
depends on one’s opinion about divergences.

For those who prefer to ignore divergences as long as there is a hope that the pro-
cess will continue with its visible operation, i.e., for those who prefer to consider the
processes shown in Figure 6.6 equivalent, fair testing is available [BRV95].
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We have the same testing scenario for fair testing as the one used in Section 6.5,
except that the operator must is enhanced, such that it chooses a visible action whenever
such an action is available. With the same set O of observers as the one used to define
the testing preorder, the new operator fmust is defined as follows:

p fmust o iff for any σ ∈ Act∗ and o′ ∈ O with o = σo′, it holds that:

obs(o′, p′) = obs(o, p) for some p′ ∈ Q, p
σ⇒ p′, implies that there exists

a ∈ Act ∪ {S} such that o′ = ao′′, o′′ ∈ O ∪ {ε}.

The preorder vfmust, as well as the equivalence 'fmust induced by the operator fmust
are defined in the usual manner.

The operator fmust is the “fair” variant of the operator must of testing preorder
lineage. It ignores the divergences as long as there is a visible action (a in the above
definition) accessible to the observer. The following characterization of vfmust in terms
of other preorders is easily obtained from the results presented elsewhere [BRV95]:

Proposition 6.15. For any two processes p and q , p vR q implies p vfmust q (but not
the other way around), and p vmust q implies p vfmust q (but not the other way around).

The modification of the testing preorder introduced by the preorder vfmust brings us
back into the generic testing scenario. In the following we go even further and tackle
a problem that we did not encounter up to this point, but that is common to many
preorders. This problem refers to the process of hiding a set of actions.

Given a transition system B = (Q,Act ∪ {τ}, −→ , ↑B ) and some set A ⊆ Act, the
result of hiding A is a transition system B/A = (Q,Act \A∪ {τ}, −→ h , ↑B ), where −→ h

is identical to −→ except that all the transitions of form p a−−→ q for some a ∈ A are
replaced by p τ−−→ hq .

Under a suitable transition system B , consider now the processes depicted in Fig-
ure 6.13, and the equivalent processes in B/{a}; the processes become non-equivalent
under vR. Similar examples can be found for the other preorders presented in this chap-
ter. These preorders are not pre-congruence relations under hiding.

A preorder based on the testing preorder and that is pre-congruent can also be in-
troduced [BRV95]. Call such a preorder should-testing. The testing scenario is again
the same as the one presented in Section 6.5, with the exception that the operators must
and may are replaced by the operator should defined as follows (again, we have the
same set O of observers as the one used to define the testing preorder):

p should o iff for any σ ∈ Act∗ and o′ ∈ O with o = σo′, it holds that:

obs(o, p) = obs(o′, p′) for some p′ ∈ Q, p
σ⇒ p′, implies that there exists

σ′ ∈ Act∗ such that o′ = σ′S and > ∈ obs(o′, p′).

The preorder and the equivalence induced by the should operator are denoted by
vshould and 'should, respectively.

The idea of should-testing is that in a successful test there is always a reachable
successful state, so if the choices are made fairly that state will eventually be reached.
Fair testing states that a system passing the test may not deadlock unless success has
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Fig. 6.13. Processes different after hiding {a}.

been reported before; should-testing requires a stronger condition in that a successful
state must be reached from every state in the system.

It is immediate that vshould is coarser than vfmust (since the success condition is
stronger). This relationship is even stronger for processes with only finite visible runs:

Proposition 6.16. For any two processes p and q , p vshould q implies p vfmust q (but
not the other way around); for any two processes p and q for which all the visible runs
are finite p vshould q iff p vfmust q .

In addition vshould is a pre-congruence under hiding—as well as under prefixing and
synchronization [BRV95]; in fact we have:

Proposition 6.17. The relation vshould is the largest relation contained in vfmust that is
a pre-congruence under synchronization and hiding.

6.9 Conformance Testing, or Preorders at Work

This section is different from the previous ones, because it does not introduce new test-
ing scenarios and new preorders. Instead, it puts the existing scenarios in a formalization
of the concept of conformance testing [Tre94]. The description of such an environment
in which preorders are put to good use is indeed a nice wrap up of our presentation.

We mentioned at least two times that preorders can be interpreted as implementation
relations. In this sections we elaborate on this idea. We thus present here the application
of everything we talked about before.

Conformance testing consists in testing the implementation of a system against that
system’s specification. Formally, we are given a formal specification language LFDT

(such as CCS [Mil80] or even labeled transition systems), and we have to determine for
some specification s ∈ LFDT what are the implementations that conform to s (i.e., are
a correct implementation of s). Of course, implementations are physical objects, so we
analyze their properties by means of formal models of such implementations, that are
also members of LFDT . We assume that any concrete implementation can be modeled
in LFDT .
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There usually are more than one correct implementation of some specification, so
we actually work with a set CONFORMs of implementations conforming to a specifi-
cation s . This set can be defined using either a behavior (or model-based) specification,
or a requirement (or logical) specification.

In the behavior specification approach the set CONFORMs is defined by means of
an implementation relation imp, such that i imp s iff i conforms to s:

CONFORMs = {i ∈ LFDT | i imp s}.

In the requirement specification approach we define the set CONFORMs by giving all
the properties that should hold for all of its elements. Such properties, or requirements
are specified in a formal language LRQ , and if an implementation i has property r we
say that i satisfies r and we write i sat r . A conforming implementation will have to
satisfy all the properties from a set R ⊆ LRQ , so we have:

CONFORMs = {i ∈ LFDT | for all r ∈ R, i sat r }.

If a suitable specification language has been chosen, we can define a specification re-
lation spec ⊆ LFDT × LRQ which expresses the requirements that are implicitly
specified by a behavior specification. Our definition for CONFORMs then becomes:

CONFORMs = {i ∈ LFDT | for all r ∈ LRQ , s spec r implies i sat r }.

Both these approaches to the definition of CONFORMs are valid and they can be
used independently from each other. They are both useful too: if we want to check an
implementation against a specification the behavioral specification is appropriate; if on
the other hand we want to determine conformance by testing the implementation, it is
typically more convenient to derive requirements from the specification and then test
them.

Of course, the two descriptions of CONFORMs should be compatible to each other,
i.e., they should define the same set. We then have the following restriction on the
relations imp, sat, and spec:

for all i ∈ LFDT , i imp s iff (for all r ∈ LRQ , s spec r implies i sat r ).

We note that the formal specification s is in itself not enough to allow for confor-
mance testing. We need instead either a pair s and imp, or the combination of s , LRQ ,
sat, and spec.

Consider now our definition of processes, tests, and preorders, and pick one partic-
ular preorder vα. We clearly have a specification language LFDT given by the set of
processes and the underlying transition system. We then model s using our language
and we obtain a specification. Then the relation imp is precisely given by the preorder
vα. The preorder gives us the tools for conformance testing using the behavior specifi-
cation. If we provide a modal characterization for the preorder we can do testing using
requirement specification too. Indeed, the set LRQ is the set of formulae that consti-
tute the modal characterization, the relation sat is our satisfaction predicate ², and the
function (·)∗ defines the relation spec.
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v ←→ vB −→ vFT −→ vR −→ vfmust −→ vshould

↗
vT

Fig. 6.14. Relations between preorders. The arrows vα−→vβ stand for “p v α q implies p vβ q ,
but not the other way around.”

It turns out that our theory of preorders has an immediate application in confor-
mance testing. Indeed, all we did in this section was to translate the notation used
elsewhere [Tre94] into the notation that we used in this chapter, and presto, we have
a framework for formal conformance testing.

However, our framework is not fully practical because of the number of tests one
needs to apply in order to check for conformance, which is often countably infinite.
Elegant proof systems are not enough from a practical point of view, we also need to test
implementations in a reasonable amount of time. We come back to our discussion on
practical considerations. The observation preorder for instance, with its strong notion of
observability, is unlikely in our opinion to create a realistic framework for conformance
testing.

In any case, testing and test case generation in particular are also the subject of
subsequent chapters, so our discussion about applications ends here.

6.10 Summary

We now conclude our presentation of preorder relations. We have surveyed quite a
number of preorders, so before going any further a summary is in order. We have talked
throughout this chapter about the following preorders:

v the observational testing preorder, as a general framework pre-
sented in Section 6.2.3

vCT the complete trace preorder, presented in Section 6.3;
vB observation preorder, the subject of Section 6.4;
vT (aka vconv, together with vmay and vmust), surveyed in Section 6.5;
vR refusal preorder, presented in Section 6.6;
vFT failure trace preorder, in Section 6.7;
vfmust fair testing preorder, the subject of Section 6.8;
vshould should-testing preorder, a variant of vfmust, also a pre-congruence.

In addition, we have defined a generic testing scenario and the associated observ-
able testing preorder v. There exist preorders we did not consider specifically, such as
Darondeau’s preorder, because they were shown to coincide with preorders presented
here [dN87]. We introduced trace preorders only because we had to start with some-
thing (and we decided to start with something simple), and because sometimes they
make for useful comparison tools. However, trace preorders are awkward to work with,
so we do not give too much thought to them henceforth.

One of the comparison criteria between preorders is their power of discrimination.
In this respect, the observation preorder has been shown to coincide with the generic
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preorder v. The remaining preorders are strictly less discriminating and arrange them-
selves in a nice hierarchy. The only exception is the testing preorder, which is not com-
parable with the observation, failure trace, and refusal preorders. This is one reason
for the introduction of vfmust, which has its place in the hierarchy allright. This com-
parison has been shown throughout the chapter by examples and propositions, and is
summarized in Figure 6.14.

The relation vfmust was also introduced because of fairness considerations (hence
the name fair testing preorder). Specifically, the testing preorder deals unfairly with
divergence, in the sense that divergence is reported as failure. In contrast, the fair inter-
pretation of divergence implies that the tests succeed in presence of divergences as long
as the system has a chance to eventually perform a visible action despite divergences.
Since vfmust is not a pre-congruence relation, the variant vshould (which is the largest
pre-congruence included in vfmust) has also been defined.

Of course, the presence of fairness, or the greater power of discrimination are not
an a priori good thing; it all depends on the desired properties one is interested in. The
unfair interpretations of divergence in particular are useful in differentiating between
livelock and deadlock, i.e., in detecting whether the system under test features busy-
waiting loops and other such behaviors that are not deadlocked but are nonetheless
unproductive (and undetectable under the fair testing scenario).

In terms of power of discrimination, we have noticed in Section 6.4 that the most
discriminating preorder differentiates between processes that are for all practical pur-
poses identical (see for example the processes shown in Figures 6.4 on page 145 and 6.5
on page 146). This is not to say that more differentiation is bad either, just look at the
coffee machine examples from Figure 6.12 on page 156, which are in a strange imple-
mentation relation under refusal testing (only a crooked merchant would accept this)
but are not comparable under failure trace preorder.

Another comparison of preorders can be made in terms of the complexity of the tests
and their practical feasibility. It is no surprise that the most discriminating preorder,
namely the observation preorder, appears to be the least practical of them all. In this
respect the award of the most practically realizable preorder seems to go to refusal
preorder. This is the only preorder based exclusively on sequential tests. This being
said, we are not necessarily better off since in the general case we need a number of
tests to figure out the properties of the system, so that the advantage of the tests being
sequential pales somehow.

Another practical issue in refusal preorder is the concept of refusal itself. One can
wonder how practical such a concept is. Recall that actions are an abstraction; in partic-
ular, they do not necessarily represent the acceptance of input. So how does one refuse
an action without modifying the process under scrutiny itself? This does not seem real-
izable in the general case (whenever we cannot access the internals of the process under
test). Do we take away the award from refusal preorder?

In all, practical considerations do differentiate between the preorders we talked
about, especially for the observation preorder which combines results in a more com-
plex way than other preorders (that simply take the union of the results of various runs
and tests) and requires a rather unrealistic concept of global testing. However, when
testing systems we are in the realm of the halting problem, so practical considerations
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cannot ever make an a priori distinction. The utility of various preorders should thus be
estimated by taking all of their features into consideration.

In the same line of thought, namely practical applications, we have presented a
practical framework for conformance testing based on the theory of preorders.

Finally, it is worth pointing out that our presentation has been made in terms of la-
beled transition systems, as opposed to most of the literature, in which process algebraic
languages such as CCS, LOTOS, and variants thereof are generally used. Labeled tran-
sition systems define however the semantics of all these languages, so the translation of
the results surveyed here into various other formalisms should not be a problem. The
upside of our approach is the uniform and concise characterization of the preorders,
although we lose some expressiveness in doing so (however the literature cited therein
always offers a second, most of the time process algebraic view of the domain).

As well, we did not pay attention to contexts. Contexts admit however a relatively
straightforward approach once the rest of the apparatus is in place.
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=⇒ , 188
ioco, 200
ioconf, 198
passes, 206
−→, 188
3SAT, 46

a-valid, 75
abstract state machine, 403
abstract state machine language, 403
abstraction, 441
– communication, 444
– data, 443
– functional, 442
– temporal, 444
accepting, 540
accepting state
– büchi automaton, 541
– deterministic finite-state automaton, 540
ACSR, 351, 355
adaptive distinguishing sequences, 68
adaptive experiment, 591
ADS, 68
after, 189
AGEDIS, 416
algebra of communicating shared resources,

351
alphabet, 540
alternating büchi automaton, 550
ASM, 403
AsmL, 403
assignment, 227, 332, 334
assistant, 575
ATS, 467
autofocus, 397, 436, 440
autolink, see test tool
automaton
– region, 218
AVS, architecture validation suite, 433, 435

B, 337
b-valid, 75
büchi automaton, 541
back propagation, 364
BCET, 374

behavioral constraints, 352
best-case execution time, 374
bisimulation, 594
– weak bisimulation, 145
black box checking, 578
black-box test, 348
black-box testing, 587
block, 61
block (of uncertainty), 32
boundary states, 337
breakpoint, 560

c-valid, 75
CADP, see tool
CADP, CAESAR/ALDEBARAN develop-

ment package, 435
characterizing set, 112
checking sequence, 106
classification-tree, 323, 324
clause, 46
clock
– constraints, 216
clock valuation, 217, 227
closed, 75, 564, 567
closed for, 559
CLPS-B, 337
CNF, 46
cofinal automaton, see synchronizing

sequence
collapsible automaton, see synchronizing

sequence
complete, 207
complete splitting tree, 79
complete trace, 143
complete trace formula, 143
complete trace preorder, see preorder
completely specified, 589
completeness, 325
component, 558
computational tree logic, 545
concurrency
– data race, 515
– deadlock, 517
conditional, 332, 334
conformance, 586
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conformance kit, 399
conformance testing, 89, 105, 134, 159
conjunctive normal form, 46
consistent, 564
constraint graph, 352
constraint logic programming, 337, 440
continuous-time markov chain
– action-labeled, 254
control path, 331
cooper, see test tool
coverage
– all definition uses paths, 297
– all definitions, 297
– all uses, 297
– boundary interior, 293
– branch, 295
– condition, 295
– decision, 295
– decision condition, 295
– full predicate, 296
– modified condition decision, 295
– multiple condition, 295
– path, 293
– required k -tuples, 298
– transition, 293
coverage criteria
– control flow, 294
– data flow, 294, 296
CTL, 545
current state uncertainty, 31, 591
current uncertainty, 62

derived transition system, see labeled
transition system

deterministic, 589
deterministic finite-state automaton, 540
DFA, 540
digital signal processing, 432
directable automaton, see synchronizing

sequence
directing word, see synchronizing sequence
discrete partition, 63
discrimination tree, 569
disjointness, 325
distinguishing sequence, 88, 117
distinguishing trace, 226
distribution, 248
divergence-free, 247
dom, 227

e-purse, 434
embedding, 255
empty word, 540
equivalent, 590
ERA, 362, 363
ETS, 467
Euler tour, 110
event clock, 219
event recording automaton, 219, 362
evolutionary algorithm, 372
– exit test, 373
– fitness evaluation, 373, 374
– individual, 372
– multimodal function, 372
– population, 372
– stoppage criterion, 374
– unimodal function, 372
evolutionary testing, 371
evolving algebra, 403
exhaustive, 207
external trace inclusion, 193

failure trace preorder, see preorder
fair computational tree logic, 547
fair preorder, 194
fair testing, see preorder
fault detection, 105
fault-based heuristic, 326
finite automata intersection, 48, 68
finite state machine
– binary transition tree, 519
finitely-branching, 247
flogsta, 31
flow graph, 296
FSP, see specification language
functional, 586

GATeL, 393
genesys, 435, 440
genetic algorithms, 101
GOTCHA, 434, 439
– GDL, GOTCHA definition language, 434,

436

hennessy-milner logic, 547
HML, 146, 547
homing sequence, 29
– adaptive, 30, 42
– algorithm for adaptive, 42–43
– algorithm for general mealy machines,

40–42
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– algorithm for minimized mealy machines,
33–36

– length of adaptive, 42
– of minimal length, 43–47
homing tree, 44
hybrid automaton, 366
– CHARON, 367
– event, 367
– flow condition, 366
– HybridUML, 367
– initial condition, 366
– invariant, 366
– jump condition, 366
hybrid system, 347, 365
– hybrid automaton, 366

identification set, 114
IF, see specification language
image-finite, 138
implementation relation
– conf, 405
– ioco, 408, 410
– ioconf, 414
implementation under test, see IUT
implication graph, 75
init, 189
initial state
– büchi automaton, 541
– deterministic finite-state automaton, 540
initial state uncertainty, 31, 591
initial uncertainty, 62
initializable automaton, see synchronizing

sequence
initializing word, see synchronizing sequence
input output automaton, 189
input output refusal preorder, 200
input output state machine, 190
input output symbolic transition system, see

IOSTS
input output testing relation, 198
input output transition system, 191
interaction
– k-dr, 297
intv, 227
invalid, 64
IOLTS, 408
IOLTS, an input output labeled transition

system, 435
IOSTS, 414, 436
IUT, 587

java, 434
– exception handling, 433, 436
– language specification, 434

kripke structure, 542
KS, 542

label, 558
labeled transition system, 135, 188, 593
– derived transition system, 137
– with divergence, 136
language
– timed, 218
learning
– invaraint detection, 531
– learner, 557
– program synthesis, 530
– teacher, 557
letter, 540
linear temporal logic, 544
lite, see tool
literal, 46
loop, 334
LOTOS, see specification language, 435, 436
LTL, 544
LTSA, see tool
lurette, 390
lustre, 386
lutess, 386

MµALT, 432, 434
machine verification, 105
MAY preorder, 196
mealy machine, 589
merging sequence, 36
modal mu-calculus, 547
model, 332, 586, 587
model checking, 319
– adaptive, 578
monitor, 586
MSC, see specification language
MUST preorder, 197
mutation testing, 327

natural language, 432, 434, 436
necessary condition, 326
non-probabilistic process, 247
NTIF, see specification language

objectgeode, 418
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observable testing preorder, see preorder
observation, 558
– pack, 558
– reduced observation table, 567
– table, 563
observation preorder, see preorder
OMEGA, see tool
operating system, 433
– POSIX, 433, 436
– UNIX, 434
oracle, 557
out, 189

parallel composition, 257–259, 270
partition graph, 364
partition tour, 399
partitioning heuristic, 325
path
– finite, 247, 250
– infinite, 250
path condition, 331, 333
PDS, 61
performance constraints, 352
PHACT, 400
PIXIT, 400
POSIX, 433
postcondition, 334
precondition, 334
preorder, 133
– complete trace, 143
– failure trace, 156
– fair testing, 157
– observable testing, 142
– observation, 144
– refusal, 152, 154
– should testing, 158
– testing, 148
– trace, 144
preset distinguishing sequences, 61
preset experiment, 591
preset homing sequence, 30
probabilistic bisimulation, 282
probabilistic process, 252
– fully, 249
probability space, 248
process algebra
– ACSR, 351, 355
– action, 353
– behavioral constraints, 356
– event, 353

– performance constraints, 356
– TCSP, 351
process of MBT
– abstract, 429
processor, 432
– ARM-2, 433
– intel 8085, 433
– microprocessor, 433
– multiprocessor, 433, 435
– PowerPC, 433, 435, 440
program correctness, 334
prolog, 337
PROMELA, 436
promela, see specification language
proof procedure, 331
proof tactic, 321
protocol, 433
– cache coherency, 433, 435
– conference protocol, 433
– engineering, 435

query
– equivalence, 557
– membership, 557
quiescent preorder, 194
quiescent state, 188

random sequence, 400
real-time
– hard, 347
– soft, 347
real-time system, 347
recurrent automaton, see synchronizing

sequence
recurrent word, see synchronizing sequence
refusal, 139
refusal preorder, see preorder
regular, 540
regularity hypothesis, 329
reset sequence, see synchronizing sequence
resettable automaton, see synchronizing

sequence
route, 329
run
– büchi automaton, 541
– deterministic finite-state automaton, 540

satisfaction operator, 143
schema, 319, 320
– declaration part, 320
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– name, 320
– predicate part, 320
– signature, 320
SDL, see specification language, 436
separating sequence, 34
should testing, see preorder
silent transition, 218
smart card, 434, 440
smile, see tool
sort-finite, 138
sound, 207
specification, 586
specification language, 331
– FSP, 413
– IF, 409
– LOTOS, 407, 409, 413, 416
– MSC, 421
– NTIF, 416
– promela, 413
– SDL, 409, 421
– UML, 409
SPIN, see tool
splitting tree, 79
stable, 229
stable state, 188
stable transition criterion, 363
state
– büchi automaton, 541
– deterministic finite-state automaton, 540
state cover set, 114
state identification, 88
state verification, 87
STG, see test tool
stochastic, 586
straces, 189
string, 540
– access, 558
– prefix, 540
strong until, 545
strongly responsive, 188
structural, 586
subsume relation, 304
successor tree, 66
sufficient condition, 326
super graph, 66
SUT, 348, 587
symbolic execution, 331, 332
symbolic reachability graph, 364
symbolic state, 364
– strengthened, 364

synchronized automaton, see synchronizing
sequence

synchronizing sequence, 27, 28, 399
– algorithm, 36–40
– of minimal length, 43–47
synchronizing tree, 43, 44
system under test, 348, see SUT

TCSP, 351
temporal logic
– finite state past time LTL, 521
– finite trace LTL, 518
terminal state experiment, see homing

sequence
terms, 227
test
– black-box, 348
– closed loop, 369
– open loop, 369
– white-box, 348
test automation, 348
test case, 205, 348, 585
– evaluation, 448
– execution, 447
– generation, 351, 439
– specification, 348
– structure, 446
– translation, 447
test case derivation, 207
test case generation, 351
– ACSR, 355
– ERA, 363
– evolutionary algorithm, 371
– hybrid system, 365
– iterative refinement, 371
– real time system, 351
– TTS, 360
test case generator, 586
test case specification, 585
test context, 587
test data, 585
test driver, 349
– hybrid system, 351
– real-time system, 351
test evaluation
– overview, 432
test execution, 586
– overview, 432
test generation
– overview, 431
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test generator, 348
– hybrid system, 350
– real-time system, 350
test instantiation
– overview, 431
test model, 348, 434
– abstract, 430
– hybrid system, 350
– real-time system, 350
test monitor, 348
– hybrid system, 350
– real-time system, 350
test oracle, 349
– hybrid system, 350
– real-time system, 350
test procedure, 348
test process, 256
– fully probabilistic, 257
– Markovian, 259
– non-probabilistic, 257
– probabilistic, 257
test purpose, 585
test run, 206
test sequence, 232
test specification
– case studies, 437
– functional, 437
– overview, 431, 436
– stochastic, 438
– structural, 438
test suite, 348, 585
test system, 453, 468, 586
test system configuration, 459
test tool
– AGEDIS, 408, 416
– AsmL, 403
– autofocus, 397
– autolink, 420
– conformance kit, 399
– cooper, 405
– GATeL, 393
– lurette, 390
– lutess, 386
– PHACT, 400
– STG, 413
– testcomposer, 408, 418
– TGV, 408
– TorX, 410
– TVEDA, 401
test tree, 365

test verdict, 349
– failed, 349
– inconclusive, 349
– passed, 349
test view, 360
testable timed transition system, 238, 360
testcomposer, 418
testing, 348, 512, 586
testing context refinement, 327
testing preorder, see preorder
testing scenario, 134, 140, 142
TGV, see test tool, 435, 439
the current set, 71
the initial set, 71
theorem prover, 318, 321, 324, 330
– automated, 318
– interactive, 318
– semi-automated, 318
theorem proving, 318, 319, 329
time domain
– dense, 350, 362, 365
– discrete, 350, 351
timed automaton, 351, 362
– U, 235, 360
– deterministic, 218
– ERA, 363
– safety, 217
– semantics, 217
– syntax, 216
– TTS, 360
timed communicating sequential processes,

351
timed transition system, 236, 351, 358
timing annotation, 227
tool
– CADP, 408, 413
– IF compiler, 409
– lite, 407
– LTSA, 413
– OMEGA, 416
– smile, 413
– SPIN, 413
– trojka, 413
– UMLAUT, 409
TorX, see test tool, 436
trace, 143, 188
– extended, 279
– finite, 247, 250
– infinite, 250
– probabilistic, 277
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trace distribution, 251
trace distribution precongruence, 280
trace distribution preorder, 280
trace equivalence, 594
trace preorder, see preorder
transferring sequence, 399
transformative system, 374
transition cover set, 111
transition function
– büchi automaton, 541
– deterministic finite-state automaton, 540
transition tour, 109, 399
trojka, see tool
TTCN-2, 420, 453
TTCN-3, 453
TTS, 236, 351, 358, 360
TTTS, 360
TVEDA, 401

UIO sequence, 87, 399
UIO testing method, 115
UIO tree, 96, 97
UML, 367, see specification language
UMLAUT, see tool
unified modeling language, 367
uniformity hypothesis, 319, 329
UNIX, 434
UPPAAL automaton, 360

valid input, 64
valid input sequence, 64
validation, 586
value domain
– dense, 350, 365
– discrete, 350, 351, 362
verdict, 586
verification, 586
– assertion, 514
– run-time, 510
verilog, 432, 435
VHDL, 401, 432, 435

WAP, 434
WCET, 374
weak bisimulation, see bisimulation
weak until, 545
weight function, 248
white-box test, 348
white-box testing, 332, 587
word, 540
– timed, 218
worst-case execution time, 374
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